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WEDNESDAY Erich Thanhardt Dave Kennison or

Ken Hansen
THURSDAY Barb Horner Dan Anderson
FRIDAY Ken Hansen _Dave Kennison

SCENJLE! C M1IINE UNPAVAILABILIT!Y __ __

All machines may be down fran 07:00-until 08:30 daily for Systems Chreckout.
In addition, sane machines will be down for Preventive Maintenance as
follows: CRAY,CA, 06:00-08:00 (T Th); (CRAY,C1, 06:00-Q8:00 (M W); TBM,
06:00-07:00 (daily); FD(Xt4P, 08:00-12:00 (1st Monday of month).

The Record is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research. NCAR is operated by the Univer-
sity Corporation for Atnspheric Research and is sponsored by the National
Science Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply
approval or recommendation of the product to the exclusion of others.
David Maxey, Editor; Ann Cowley, Head, User Interfaces; Astrik Deir-
mendj ian, Trouble/Design Reports; Sylvia Darmour, Summary of NCAR Canputer
Use; Mary Bartels, Computer Resources Allocated.
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The Consulting Office is closed every Wednesday fran 13:30-14:30 for staff
meetings. If extension 1278 is busy, a message may be left on extension
1279. Messages may also be sent to the CONSULT1 virtual machine on either
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COMPUTER USERS CONFERENCE

Left: Skip Little of Woods Hole Oceanographic Center, Bill Baumer of the

University of Buffalo, and William McDonald of UNINET; right: Clifford
Murino, UCAR, and Wilmot Hess of NCAR enjoying a coffee break.
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Canputer Users Conference a Success

On the first cold day of the season, 120 conference participants met at the
Hilton Harvest House to hear about actual and imoending advances in computer
technology. Most of the participants were scientists, in many different dis-
ciplines aligned with the atmospheric sciences. Many work at NCAR, and many
at universities which have a stake in computer development at NCAR for their
own research.

The areas of discussion were advanced vector computers, data communications
and file storage strategies. Within each area, the advances in available
technology are phenomenal, and the opportunity for implementing these tech-
nologies is now being realized. A number of government committees are stress-
ing the need for support for supercomputing. Several scientific and govern-
ment installations are implementing advanced technologies in each of these
areas.

By the end of the conference, participants had received a vast amount of
information about computer advancement, and an awareness that same of the
advanced technologies will be available through the Scientific Computing Divi-
sion within the next few years.

Proceedings of the conference will be available in November.

by Linda Besen

Mass Store Alert: What's Happening to the TIM?

An article in last month's issue of The Record briefly discussed some of the
ways you could improve your use of the AMPEX Terabit Memory (TBM) system here
at NCAR. This month we provide you with more information on the TBM and make
reconmmendations on how to conduct operations between your computer jobs and
the TBM more efficiently.

What is the Terabit Memory (TBM) system?

The TBM is late-1960's technology which was developed to provide long-term on-
line storage of data. The TBM is not a disk-based system for storing and
retrieving data; it uses 2-inch magnetic tape which is wound onto reels weigh-
ing fifteen pounds each. Each reel holds 43 billion bits which are read
and/or written onto the tape reel via an FM-modulated video signal at 5.25
megabits per second. The reels must be manually mounted on one of 12 opera-
tional tape transport modules (there are 16 transport modules but only 12 are
usually available at any given time).

Given its age, the TBM is a genuine workhorse but it is beginning to suffer
from a "Too Many" syndrome: too many users ascending and descending too much
data froman too many different tapes too often. For example, the TBM on average
writes approximately 32 billion bits/day and reads about 89 billion bits/day.
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Total number of bits moved in August 1983 amounted to 3.14 X 10612 bits. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the amount of bits moved as well as the number of VSNs on
the TBM system.

TOTAL VSNs ON THE TMS-4 SYSTEM AND TOTAL

BITS MOVED BETWEEN THE 7600, CRAY AND TMS-4
(total of bits read and written)

Figure 1.

Why do I have to wait so long for my VSN to be read/written?

The situation with respect to
ized as follows:

TBM use for tape reads and writes may be summar-

* We have two CRAY-1 computers which must try to use the mass storage
resources of only one TBM.

* The number of users on SCD computers has increased from roughly 800 in
1982 to approximately 1200 today. Part of this increase is due to the
increased computing capacity we gained with the acquisition of our second
CRAY-1 computer. We have NOT had an equivalent increase in mass storage
capacity.
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The AMPEX Terabit Merory System, NCAR's mass storage device. - Shown are
8 of the 16 tape transports, one of which is having a TBM reel miounted.

MOMI WOWr'

%i \ *: \- :

Close-up of TBM tape transrort. SC) Maintenance Engineer Randy Eastin is
shown aligning a tape reel to the transport.

October 1, 1983
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* The amount of data being read and/or written by the TBM has skyrocketed.
This has necessitated major changes in the way Operations manages the
data flow as well as the data itself on the TBM.

* The number of VSNs and dedicated tapes has increased over time. With
only 12 tape drives usually operational at any given time and over 700
TBM reels currently user-active, there are larger numbers of tapes which
remain off-line and must be physically mounted when a user requests the
data on that tape.

At any given time almost 30 tape requests are pending from our users. This
translates into an immediate backlog of tape mounts and subsequent delays for
our users in getting their TBM tapes mounted on an available, functioning tape
transport. At this writing, Operations is handling between 120 and 200 TBM
tape mounts in a 24-hour period!

This amount of tape activity is degrading the physical components of the TBM
hardware for the simple reason that the TBM tape transports were never
designed to be used like 1/2-inch magnetic tape drives.

What is involved in a TBM tape mount operation?

Mounting a fifteen pound TBM tape reel onto a tape transport is very much dif-
ferent than mounting a 1/2-inch magnetic tape onto a tape drive. Every time a
tape mount request is received, an operator must take one of the TBMJ tape
transports off-line and remove the reel which is currently on that transport.
This reduces the number of on-line transports which are available to other
users by one. Next, the operator must determine what tape reel should be
mounted and the transport must be aligned to that tape. This procedure
ensures that 1) the guide height of the tape above the video read/write head
is correct and 2) that the alignment amplitude is appropriate to the data
transmission frequency for that transport. If both of the alignments are suc-
cessfully accomplished (and this is not always the case without considerable
difficulty) the transport is placed back on-line to allow the CRAY-1 computers
to access VSNs on that tape. The whole process takes between 5 and 10 minutes
per mount assuming everything works properly during the mounting activity.

How does a tape mount request affect other users?

When you request VSNs, you may wish to carefully consider the consequences of
your request to other users. For example, one user recently requested 27 VSNs
which contained the input data for his program executing on the CRAY,C1 cmn-
puter. Total time in the CRAY,Cl machine for execution amounted to about 15
seconds. The user failed to realize, however, that, having been written over
a long period of time, the 27 VSNs resided on a number of SEPAR1ATE reels.
Operations was obliged to make individual tape mounts on the TBM for many of
his VSNs. While these tapes were being mounted (as TBM tape transports became
available) other users were delayed in getting their own VSN requests satis-
fied, the CRAY,C1 canomputer was waiting (idle) for input data, and total system
throughput was seriously degraded.

A better way for this user to make his VSN requests would have been to previ-
ously ask that the mass store librarian move his VSNs from several different

-7-
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reels onto one on-line reel. In this way, all of his required VSNs are amal-
gamated onto a single reel and only one tape mount is required.

What about dedicated reels?

A dedicated TBM reel is assigned, either wholly or in part, by the mass store
librarian to one user or group of users. Although Operations tries to main-
tain as many currently used VSNs as possible on-line, a special problem with
dedicated reels is that they are always off-line until called for by the user.
While we encourage intensive users to make use of dedicated reels for your
projects, particularly if you will be generating large amounts of data, we
must insist that you organize your jobs to use the least possible number of
dedicated reels per job. Know where your VSNs are by running the TBMVSN util-
ity with the /T option to list VSNs by source tape. In this way you will be
able to group your VSN requests by TBM source tape. Other software utilities
exist for accomplishing necessary and important VSN maintenance and they have
been widely publicized in The Record and in Consulting Office documentation.
Specific reference citations are given later in this article.

Why are very large VSNs difficult for the TBM to handle?

TBM VSNs which are in excess of 500 TBM blocks can cause a variety of problems
for you as well as for the TBM. One TBM block is essentially a million bits.
Since the error rate for very large VSNs (i.e. 700-1,000 blocks) on the TBM is
approximately one error in 109 bits, the possibilities of having an error are
quite high. A 1,000-block TBM VSN requires just over 3 minutes to read or
write but, because of its size, the data has a good possibility of containing
errors. If so, another 3-to-5 minutes are consumed as the TBM attempts to
read up a backup copy of the data from an off-line tape. (This requires yet
another tape mount).

Associated with every write on the TBM is a read verify and a disperse pro-
cess. The read verify checks the data just written for readability. The
disperse process actually creates a second copy of the VSN. While performing
these functions, the log tape on the TBM is unavailable for other writes from
both CRAY-l computers, effectively tying up the system for all users. When a
large TBM VSN is descended from the CRAY-1 to the TBM it is possible that the
read verify process may fail. Detecting this, the CRAY-1 automatically
retransmits the VSN again to the TBM and initiates the process all over again.

In general, creating and using very large TBM VSNs is strongly discouraged.
Limiting yourself to VSNs between 300 and 400 blocks will provide you with
faster TBM acquires and descends, reduced potential for data errors, and
enhanced system throughput.

To sunlmarize: What to do and what not to do when using the TBM.

DON'T run jobs on both CRAY-l computers which require the same VSNs for execu-
tion. Reason: When one CRAY-I is attempting to acquire the needed VSNIs, the
other CRAY-1 must wait for the same VSNs to become available.

DON'T use a WAIT option on a DISPOSE statement, unless it is absolutely neces-
sary. Reason: the WAIT option, unless vital to your needs, holds up a job

-8-
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slot on the CRAY-1 as it waits for the VSN to be descended to the TBM.

DON'T try to hurry the system! If you are using large quantities of data,
please do not submit a second job before the first job is completed. Users
submitting many jobs which output dozens of files at the same time will tie up
the data tables on the CRAY-1 computers until the TBM can catch up with the
data flow from the CRAY-1 mainframes. This seriously impedes other production
runs and reduces CPU activity to unacceptably low levels.

DON'T request large numbers of VSNs for one job which are scattered across
many different TBM reels. Reason: This requires tape mounts which are
directly proportional to the number of TBM reels on which the VSNs are
located. Instead, ask the mass store librarian (ext. 1232) to arrange to move
your VSNs to a current on-line production reel. (A form for this purpose is
appended to this article.) You will need to know the reel numbers on which
your tapes reside. This information is available by running T~MVSN with the
/T option or by looking at the fiche listings in the Consulting Library.

DON'T create and use TBM VSNs which exceed 300 TBM blocks. Reason: A single
TBM block is equivalent to one million bits. The rate of data transmission
through the data channels which connect the TBM to the CRAY-I computers is
5.25 megabits/sec. This rate allows a 300 TBM block VSN to be read from or
written to the TBM in just under a minute. During this time, NO OTHER DATA IS
BEING PASSED BETWEEN THE TBM AND THE SELECTED CRAY-l CC~PUTER.

DON'T use the TBM to store data which you do not need. The current overflow
of data on the TBM is one of the most serious problems we have. Keep only the
data you need and discard any extraneous VSNs. VSNs may be deleted from the
TBM by using the UPKEEP routine. You could, for example, label temporary VSNs
in a distinctive way to aid you in deleting them.

DO make use of the special utilities which have been provided for your con-
venience in keeping track of your VSNs. These utilities are:

* TBMVSN: (Reported in The Record November 1982, Volume 3, Number 11, pg.
13 and in a March 3, 1983 Consulting Office document entitled "TBMVSN").

Using TBMVSN, you may determine if your VSN was created by the CDC 7600
or the CRAY-I, whether or not your VSN has a write password and/or a read
password, whether or not your VSN is exempt from the quarterly TBM purge,
on which reels your VSNs reside, and/or the last date your VSNs were
accessed.

A typical deck setup to run the TBMVSN utility is shown below:

-9-
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JOB ,JN=jobname ,US=userproject ,*TB.
TBIWSN.
EXIT .
\EOF

43310016
43310016/D
43310016/T
43510013/T'

USER
5136
8039
8039/D
8039/I'

ND
\EOF

* UPEEP: (Reported in The Record January 1983, Volume 4, Number 1, pg. 8
and in an April 19, 1983 Consulting Office document entitled "UPKEE").

This inventory utility will help you identify all of your files on TBM
reels, giving you the flexibility to remove VSNs which are no longer
wanted or needed. It also allows you to update valuable TBM VS.s to
prevent them from being aged off (purged) from the TBM.

To use UPKE, you wuld submit a job of the following form:

JOB ,JN=j obname ,US=use rpr oject , *TB .
UPKEEP.
\EOF
{ input file containing names of TBM datasets }
\EOF

* IYILIST (Reported in The Record May 1983 , Volume 4, Number 5, pg. 19 and
in an April 19, 1983 Consulting Office document entitled "TLIST").

This utility for dedicated tape users permits you to determine how much
writeable space is left on your assigned TBM reel. Reels which are over
90% full are flagged with an asterisk. 1E : If you attempt to descend
VSNs to a dedicated reel which is full, you will lose those VSNs.

A tpical eck setup to run the 1YZIST utility on the CRAY-I is illus-
trated below:
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JOB ,JW=jobname ,US=userproj ect ,*TB.
DTIST .
EXIT.

DO label VSNs with a corrnmon set of 2 or 3 letters at their beginning. This
simple convention will help you--and Operations--keep track of your VSNs.

DO keep your VSNs mall (300 TBM blocks or less). This reduces the chances
for errors during a read/write and keeps the time spent in tying up a channel
between the CRAY-I and the TBM to a minimum.

DO think about what you are trying to do when you submit an ACQJIRE within
your CRAY-i job. Are your VSNs together on one tape? Are you repeatedly
deleting VSNs during a single job requiring multiple ACQJIREs instead of
ACCESSes? Can you perform all of your VSN ACQUIREs at the same time? Keeping
in mind what you wish.to accomplish with the TBM and realizing the conse-
quences of certain activities will make everyone's use of the TBM more produc-
tive.

Where can I go for assistance with my TBM VSN problems?

For further information and/or assistance, please feel free to contact the SCD
Consulting Office (ext. 1278). You may also contact the mass store librarian
(Mary-Trembour, ext. 1232) for help in managing your TBM VSNs.
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Scheduled CRAY-1 Software Changes for October 3, 1983

The following changes are planned to take effect Monday, October 3, 1983:

Job Classes

As a result of the two SCD users group meetings on August 1, 1983 and Sep-
tember 12, 1983, there will be a change in the job class structure on both
CRAY-1 machines.

1. The Background-i class will be dropped. All background jobs will be in a
single class called Background. Users will select the background class
as before, by putting CL=BKG on the job statement.

2. A new Express class will be added. The second Express class will be for
job times (T) in the range 10 seconds < T < 60 seconds. Users will have
to make only the time limit change on their current Express jobs to be
put into this class. All rules of the original Express class will hold.
(Express class is defined in The Record, Volume 4, Number 7, July 1,
1983.)

General Accounting Unit (GAU) Printout

The conversion to the new accounting system for computing on SCD computers
will take effect sometime in the next fiscal quarter. In order to provide for
a smooth transition to the GAU method of charging, there will be a period of
time wherein both accounting schemes (CCUs and GAUs) will be run and printed
on users' output where applicable. This period of time (six weeks to two
months) will provide for calculation checks, weight adjustments, and statis-
tics gathering before converting to the GAU scheme. During this period, users
will still be charged in CCUs, the current method.

Tape Messages to be Eliminated

Four messages concerning tapes:

TAPE DEVICES RESERVED
TAPE VOLUMES MOUNTED
TAPE SECTORS MOVED
TAPE BLOCKS MOVED

that sometimes appear near the end of the CRAY-1 trailer sheet will be elim-
inated. This information has always been incorrect.

by Bernie O'Lear

Octobr 1, 19 83-12-
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Multiple File Datasets on PSJIOHE

A filter has been written to filter out end-of-files on multiple file datasets
(such as UPDATE decks or binary libraries) so that they can be stored on
PS'ORE. The filter, EOFUILT, is invoked with an OUT option to filter the end-
of-files out of the dataset, prior to PCOPYing to PSTORE, and is invoked with
an IN option to restore the end-of-files, after POOPYing fran PSTORE to sane
local dataset.

The following example should suffice to show how to use the filter. A dataset
called OLDDECK is written to PSTORE with all end-of-files filtered out to a
file called ,rtB/JSBACH/EOFILT.TST . This PSTOlE file is then written back to a
dataset called NEWDECK, and then the end-of-files are restored. At job termi-
nation the datasets OLDDECK and NEWDECK should be identical.

JOBJN=.... .,*TB.
*

* the following ACQUIRE is necessary for any use of
* the filter, and so *TB must be present on the job card
*

AC JIBE ,DN=EFILT ,PDN=EJTEOF ,MF=B.
*

* notice that all parameters to EOFILT are positional
* and do not use any keywords
*

ACQUIRE ,DN=OLDDECK ..
EOFILT ,OLDDECK ,(CUT.
POOPY ( FICM=OLDDECK TIO=,kB/JSBAQV/EOFILT .TST )
POOPY ( FIfS4=/VB/JSBAcH/EOFILT.TST E=NEWIECK )
EOFILT ,NEWDECK , IN.

The input datasets to the filter are rewound both before and
of the filter.

If any null records are encountered
aborted with an appropriate logfile
unchanged.

after execution

in the input dataset, processing is
message, with the original dataset

Problems and questions can be directed to Erich Thanhardt (ext. 1281) or to
the Consulting Office (ext. 1278).

by Erich Thanhardt

OMMI): A New Contouring Routine

A new routine, called C(IOBND, has been added to the libraries SOURCE (IPRAN
version), XLIB (FORRAN version) and $NCARLB (binary version). Given a two-
dimensional array of data and a pair of contour values, rXNBND returns the x-y

Octob~oer 1, 1983-13-
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coordinates of a set of points defining the boundary of the area between the
specified contour lines; these coordinates may be used as input to the XLIB
routine FILL to shade that area as desired. C(TBND may also be directed to
draw either or both of the given contour lines.

A document which fully describes the use of CONBND may be obtained from the
Consulting Office library or fran Dave Kennison (ext. 1228). The documenta-
tion for FILL is available on-line. Use:

GETDOC ,LIB=XLIB ,DO=FILL.

An example of one kind of plot which may be produced is shown below.

by Dave Kennison

TO 1.0000 CONTOUR INTERVAL OF 0.10000 PTI3.31. 0.50655

-14.- October~e 1, 1983
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oNR1AN on ULIB Updated

On September 14 the CONRAN family on ULIB was updated to include options for
linear interpolation and shielding. This family includes the basic graphics
packages CCNRAN, CONRAQ, CONRAS, CONCOM, and CONTERP for contouring irregu-
larly spaced data. The update was preannounced in the Daily Bulletin, and is
included here for the benefit of those who may not have seen it.

The linear interpolation option will be of use to many users who find the
inclusion of false hills and valleys generated by Cl Surfaces to be unaccept-
able. The linear algorithm will be somewhat faster but will not produce lines
as smooth as the C1 option; it may be used with CXNRAN, CONRAQ, or CONRAS.

Shielding allows the user to specify the region of the plot to be displayed,
and is similar to the special value feature of the CONREC family. The shield
can be any closed polygon contained in the region of the input data space. At
present only one shield can be supplied per plot and the exterior region of
the shield is the only area where contours can be masked out. This option is
available with CONRAN and CONRAS, but not C(ONRAQ.

Plots produced by CONRAN, CCONRAQ, and CONRAS which do not involve either
option are not affected by this update, either in quality or cost. However,
line numbers in the source code have been disrupted.

The following future enhancements of the CONRAN family are planned:

* "Direct solution" of contour lines to eliminate the problem of some con-
tours not passing through a given data point. This will also make boun-
daries of shields appear smoother.

* Shielding option for the "quick" version CONRAQ.

* Multiple shields and masking on interior or exterior regions.

by John Humbrecht

NAG Library Mark 9 Available on the CRAY-1

The NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library Mark 9 has been installed on the
CRAY-1 at NCAR, along with on-line documentation that describes the use of
each of: theroutines in the collection. Both Mark 9 and the default edition
(Mark 8) are available in object library form on the CRAY-1. Users should
begin converting their jobs to take advantage of the new features in Mark 9.
The binary library for Mark 8 will be kept until November 23 for users' con-
venience.

The NAG Mark 9 library is a proprietary collection of 463 primary routines for
solving a wide variety of mathematical and statistical problems.
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New Routines

The following 17 new primary ('user-callable') routines are included in the
NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY at Mark 9.

C05 - Roots of one or more transcedental equations

CO5NBF Easy to use routine to find a zero of a system of N non-linear func-
tions by a modification of the Powell hybrid method. Derivatives of
the function are not required.

C05NCF Comprehensive version of C05NBF.

C05PBF Easy to use routine to find a zero of a system of N non-linear func-
tions in N variables by a modification of the Powell hybrid method.
The user must provide the Jacobian.

CO5PCF Comprehensive version of C05PBF.

CO5ZAF Checks the user-provided Jacobian prior to use in CO5PBF or CO5PCF.

E01 - Interpolation

E01RAF Computes a rational interpolation function (represented as a continued
fraction) for a set of data.

EO1RBF Evaluates a rational function ccmputed by E01RAF.

G13 - Time Series Analysis

G13AAF Performs seasonal and non-seasonal differencing on a time series.
Information which allows the original series to be reconstituted from
the differenced series is also produced. This information is required
in time series forecasting.

G13ABF Computes the sample autocorrelation function of a time series. It
also computes the sample mean, the sample variance and a statistic
which may be used to test the hypothesis that the true autocorrelation
function is zero.

G13ACF Computes partial autocorrelation coefficients given a set of auto-
correlation coefficients. Also computes predictor error variance
ratios for increasing orders of autoregression, and autoregressive
parameters associated with the predictor of maximum order.

G13ADF Calculates preliminary estimates of the parameters of an autoregres-
sive moving average (AR4A) model, from an autocorrelation function.

Gl3AEF Fits a seasonal autoregressive-integrated moving-average (ARIMA) model
to an observed time series, using a non-linear least squares procedure

Octoboer 1,r 1983-16-
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incorporating backforecasting. Produces parameter estimates with
standard errors, the residual series, and information for use in fore-
casting.

Gl3AFF Easy-to-use version of Gl3AEF.

Gl3AGF Accepts a series of new observations of a time series, the model of
which is already fully specified (by Gl3AEF or G13AFE), and updates
the "state set" information for use in constructing further forecasts.

Gl3AHF Produces forecasts of a time series, given a time series model already

fitted by Gl3AEF or G13AFF.

X02 - Machine Constants

X02AFF Returns largest positive permitted argument for EXP (or DFXP).

X02AHF Returns largest positive permitted argument for SIN and COS (or DSIN
and DCOS).

Withdrawn Routines

The following 20 routines have been withdrawn from the NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY at
Mark 9. Warning of their withdrawal was included in the Mark 8 Library
Manual, together with advice on which routines to use instead. (D02AGF has
not been withdrawn after all.)

-17-
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.Routine withdrawn Recommended replacement

C O5AAF CO5ADF
CO5ABF CO5ADF
CO5ACF C05ADF
CO6AAF CO6ECF
C06ABF CO6EAF
DOIACF DO1BDF
DO]AGF DO]AJF
DO2ADF DO2HAF or DO2GAF
D02AFF DO 2I3F
EOIADF E0iBAF
FO1BHF FO2WAF or FO2r'PF
FO1BJF FO1BWF
FO1BKF FO2WDF
FO1BF FO1LBF
FO2BMF FOlBW' + FO213FF
F03ALF FO1LBF
F04AUF FO4JGF
F04AVF F04LDF
GOJACE GO4AEF
HOlAEF 1OBAF or HOIADF

Description of outstanding errors

The following list gives a description of the error encountered for each named
routine.

CO2ADF Division by zero may very occasionally occur (actually in A02ACF).

CO2AEI Division by zero may very occasionally occur.

CO5ADF May converge prematurely if on exit abs(X)>l.O and F(X). E.EmA.

C05AVF It does not always behave sensibly if, on entry, H is too large; occa-
sionally this can lead to run-time errors, such as overflow.

DO1FCF Division by zero occurs if at any stage the current estimate of the
integral is exactly zero.

DO2GAF Division by zero may occur in DO2RAS after a singular Jacobian has
been encountered.

DO2GBF May perform incorrectly if on entry N > 3 and the arrays C, 1) and GAM
(which determine the boundary conditions) are not already sorted into
the desired order specified in the routine document.

OGBF Division by zero may occur in DO2RAS after a singular Jacobian has
been encountered.

l8 8
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D02HAF May in certain circumstances converge very slowly or even needlessly
fail to converge; in particular if the initial estimates of the boun-
dary values are an acceptable solution, the routine reports failure to
converge (IFAIL = 8).

DO2HBF May in certain circumstances converge very slowly or even needlessly
fail to converge; in particular if the initial estimates of the param-
eters are an acceptable solution, the routine reports failure to con-
verge (IFAIL = 8).

D02RAF Division by zero may occur in D02RAS after a singular Jacobian has
been encountered.

D02SAF May in certain circumstances converge very slowly or even needlessly
fail to converge; in particular if the initial estimates of the boun-
dary values are an acceptable solution, the routine reports failure to
converge (IFAIL = 14).

EO4GCF May occasionally return IFAIL = 3 when a minimum has been successfully
located because the accuracy requirements are too stringent.

E04GEF May occasionally return IFAIL = 3 when a minimum has been successfully
located because the accuracy requirements are too stringent.

E04HFF May occasionally return IFAIL = 3 when a minimum has been successfully
located because the accuracy requirements are too stringent.

FO2AQF Returns incorrect eigenvectors if called with K > 1 or L < N (which
may sometimes happen as a result of a preceding call to FOIATF).

G01BBF Exponent underflow may occur when the probability associated with the
upper tail of the F or variance-ratio distribution with M and N
degrees of freedom is zero.

G08BAF Returns an incorrect value for PV (the lower tail probability
corresponding to David's test statistic) if called with N.NE.2*Nl
(i.e. samples of unequal size).

H01BAF Incorrect values are returned in the array U for the Lagrange multi-
pliers corresponding to any general constraints.

MO1AAF Returns an incorrect value in the array IP if called with M = N > 1;
IP(M) was set to M instead of 1.

M01ABF Returns an incorrect value in the array IP if called with M = N > 1;
IP(M) was set to M instead of 1.

MOLACF Returns an incorrect value in the array IP if called with M = N > 1;
IP(M) was set to M instead of i.

M01ADF Returns an incorrect value in the array IP if called with M = N > 1;
IP(M) was set to M instead of 1.
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Users whose work is being hindered by existing errors or defects should con-
tact Harsh Anand Passi (ext. 1285).

The FORTRAN source for NAG is proprietary. Users may not copy these routines
or transport them to other institutions, or use them on any machines other
than the CRAY,CI and CRAY,CA. Users with questions on proprietary library
software should contact Richard Valent (ext. 1227).

NCAR leases on-line supplementary documentation for the NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY.
To list all of the brief summaries of routine names and purposes provided by
NAG (about 15 pages) , run a CRAY-1 job that includes the following coimmand:

GETDOC ,LIB=NAG9 ,DOC=StMMARY.

To print a list of keywords and the NAG routine name suffixes that are associ-
ated with each keyword, run a CRAY-I job that includes the following cormand:

GETDOC ,LIB=NAG9 ,DOC=KEYWDS.

To list the on-line write-up for a NAG Mark 9 routine, for example the routine
G13AAF, run a CRAY-1 job that includes the following command:

GETDOC ,LIB=NAG9 ,DOC=G13AAF.

Users may obtain documentation for Mark 8 of NAG by substituting LIB=NAG for
LIB=NAG9 in the above statements.

A copy of the six-volume NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY manual Mark 9 is available for
reference in the Consulting Office library. It is the principal documentation
for the NAG FORTRAN Library. It includes informative chapter introductions
that offer background advice on the subject area covered, recommendations on
the choice and use of routines, and detailed description of the use of each
routine. A smaller NAG Mini Manual is also available in the Consulting Office
library. It is composed of all of these chapter introductions, chapter con-
tents, and other essential information needed to choose appropriate routines.
The Mini Manual or the full NAG Library Manual may be purchased from NAG.
Copies may be ordered from:

NAG (USA) Inc. phone: (312) 971-2337
1250 Grace Court
Downers Grove, IL 60516

To access the CRAY-1 object library for NAG Mark 9, include the following com-
mand:

ACUIRE ,DN=NAG ,PDN=NAG9 ,MF=TB.

and then, include NAG in the list of parameter values for the LIB keyword on
the LDR statement. For example,

LDR, LIB=NAG.

loads any needed routines from NAG Mark 9 after loading from the default
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libraries.

Users who wish to access the default CRAY-1 object library for NAG Mark 8 need

only include NAG in the list of parameter values for the LIB keyword on the

LDR statement.

by Harsh Anand Passi

New Tridiagonal Solver Package Available

NCAR has recently obtained a new software package for solving tridiagonal sys-
tems. This package is organized into two parts--CYCRDLL (in $NCARLB and CRAY-
LIB) and CYCRDLLF (in CRAYLIB). Both contain four subroutines: two which
perform cyclic reduction (see the following article for a discussion of this
algorithm) on general tridiagonal systems and symmetric tridiagonal systems
(CRDEC and SCRDEC, respectively) and two routines which compute a solution
based on this decomposition (CRSOL, SCRSOL). The routines in CYCRDLL are
written in CAL and those in CYCRDLLF are in FORTRAN.

Since CYCRDLL is loaded by default, no LIB specification on the LDR card is
necessary in order to access the CAL routines. The entry points and the par-
ticulars of how to use the routines may be obtained by using a GETDOC command
with a LIB=CYCRDLL specification. For example, including:

GETDOC ,LIB=CRAYLIB ,DOC=CYCRDLL.

in a job submitted to either of NCAR's CRAY-1 computers will put about four
pages of documentation in $OUT.

In order to access the source code for the cyclic redirection routines,
including:

GETS~RC, LIB=CRAYLIB ,FILE=CYCRDLLF.

in a job submitted to either CRAY-1 computer will put the source code in $OUT.

by Mike Pernice

Tridiagonal Matrix Solvers at NAR

In a previous Software Notes article (CF Notes #62, October 1979, "Solving
Sparse Square Linear Systems') the general problem of solving sparse linear
systems was addressed and a summary of applicable software at NCAR was given.
This article specifically focuses on banded systems. In particular, tridiago-
nal systems are examined and the new collection of software that was intro-
duced in the previous article is evaluated.
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Introduction

The computation of a numerical solution to a system of linear equations is
facilitated by taking advantage of any special structure of the matrix of
coefficients. An example of a specially-structured matrix which is frequently
encountered is a symmetric matrix. This type of matrix can be efficiently
stored since only the lower triangular portion of the matrix needs to be
known. Also, no elaborate re-indexing scheme is needed to do this. If a sym-
metric matrix is also positive definite, a Cholesky decomposition can be per-
formed. A distinct advantage of this method is that the Cholesky decomposi-
tion can be stored in half the space needed by an L-U decomposition. A dis-
tinct disadvantage is that it is usually difficult to determine whether a
given symmnetric matrix is positive definite.

Another special matrix structure that appears often in applications is a
banded structure. This is the situation where all the matrix entries are zero
except for those "close' to the diagonal. To be precise, an NxN matrix

A = a1j is banded if there exists positive integers k,l such that:

aij 0 if i-j > k or if j-i > i1. We call 1 the lower bandwidth and k the

upper bandwidth. A banded matrix can be efficiently stored by saving only the
elements which appear in the band; complicated re-indexing can be avoided by
locating each matrix element relative to the main diagonal.

When the total bandwidth is small relative to the number N of equations, sim-
ple modifications of Gaussian elimination can lead to substantial savings in
execution time. For example, an algorithm can compare the upper and lower
bandwidths of a banded system, and, based on which is larger, decide whether
it is more efficient to reduce to an upper or a lower triangular system. If
the upper and lower bandwidths are equal, an algorithm can easily be con-
structed that eliminates the subdiagonals starting from the second row while
eliminating the superdiagonals starting from the last row. This continues
until the two elimination processes meet in the middle of the matrix. At this
point the matrix has been decomposed into a lower triangular block and an
upper triangular block. The two subsystems can then be solved via back-
substitution and forward-substitution, respectively.

It must be pointed out that such modifications to Gaussian elimination are
made without considering the vector and parallel processing capabilities of
modern computers. In its standard formulation Gaussian elimination is recur-
sive in nature, and so prima facie it is not vectorizable. However a slight
modification leads to a vectorizable algorithm; see [41 for a discussion on
vectorizing Gaussian elimination.

A banded matrix whose upper and lower bandwidth is 1 is called a tridiagonal
matrix. Tridiagonal matrices appear naturally in several contexts, for exam-
ple in discretized versions of elliptic partial differential equations. In
fact this was the context in which the need for decreased execution time
stimulated the search for an efficient approach to solving tridiagonal sys-
tems.
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An entirely different approach to solving tridiagonal systems is based on the
observation that in a tridiagonal system the odd-indexed variables can be
removed from the even-indexed equations with relatively little effort. This
decomposes the system into two smaller subsystems, each half the size of the
original. This decomposition can be effected by permuting the rows and
columns of the matrix (which amounts to a re-indexing of the variables and the
equations) followed by a block L-U decomposition. The algorithm which is
based on this idea is called cyclic reduction; the names 'odd-even reduction'
and 'cyclic odd-even reduction' also appear in the literature. Because an L-U
decompositon is used in the reduction process, cyclic reduction and L-U decom-
position have the same stability properties.

R. W. Hockney is generally credited with the first use of cyclic reduction in
his 1965 paper [2]. The algorithm was improved after G. H. Golub observed that
cyclic reduction may be repeatedly applied in order to further reduce the size
of the system [1]. During the 1970's Paul Swarztrauber and Roland Sweet
applied cyclic reduction to block tridiagonal systems in developing efficient
and accurate direct methods for solving elliptic partial differential equa-
tions [5].

The following figures illustrate cyclic reduction for the case N=6. The ini-
tial matrix is given by:

D1 U1
L1 D2 U2

L2 D3 U3
L3 D4 U4

L4 D5 U5
L5 D6.

Rows and columns are then permuted to yield:

Dl Ul
D3 L2 U3

D5 L4 U5
L1 U2 D2

L3 U4 D4
L5 D6.

A block L-U decomposition is performed to yield:

Dl Ul
D3 L2 U3

D5 L4 U5
------------ +------

D2'F3
F1 D4AF4

F2 D6A.

For large systems the reduction is repeated on the lower right-hand tridiago-
nal subsystem. A solution is computed by backsolving the reduced system.

-23-
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Software at NCAR

There are many subroutines in the 20 software libraries at NCAR which are spe-
cialized to deal with banded systems of linear equations. Among these subrou-
tines are versions which are specialized further to deal with general and sym-
metric tridiagonal systems. The SLATEC routines are updated versions of LIN-
PACK routines; these in turn have CRAY-optimized versions which reside in
$SCILIB. There are also banded system solvers in CRAYLIB, TULIB and IMSL; the
ULIB routine deals specifically with tridiagonal systems and one of the CRAY-
LIB routines is written in CAL. See Tables la, Ib for a sumrmary of software
at NCAR that solves tridiagonal systems.

There is a new implementation of the cyclic reduction algorithm which has
recently been made available to users at NCAR. See the preceding article for
information about usage and documentation. Developed at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, it is designed specifically for the vector processing
capabilities of the CRAY-1 and uses intrinsic CRAY-1 functions to perform the
cyclic reduction decomposition. For a full description of this implementation
see [3].

Timing and accuracy tests have been performed at NCAR by M. Pernice on the
software which is listed in Tables Ia and Ib. All routines returned solutions
having at least nine significant digits, so no distinction among them can be
made on this basis. Some of the timing results are summarized in Tables ITa,
IIb, IIIa and IIIb, where the FORTRAN routines are compared; Table IV summar-
izes some results for the CAL routines. Note the dramatic improvement in exe-
cution time which was achieved by cyclic reduction.

When comparing execution times the information provided in Tables Ta and Ib
should be kept in mind. A routine that pivots will provide good results for
more matrices than a routine that doesn't pivot, but only at the cost of
increased execution time. Of particular significance is the comparison
between the cyclic reduction routines and ULIB routine TRDI. These results
provide a measure of the improvement of cyclic reduction over Gaussian elimi-
nation: cyclic reduction averages 55% faster than Gaussian elimination.

Recommnendations

Based on the results of the timing tests alone it is clear that the cyclic
reduction routines are preferred for solving tridiagonal systems, unless any
of the additional features of the other routines is necessary. For example, a
badly scaled tridiagonal system should be solved with the IMSL routine, since
it scales the variables and pivots.

In solving symmetric systems when the matrix involved is not known to be posi-
tive definite, cyclic reduction should be used, since Cholesky decxmposition
will fail if the matrix isn't positive definite. Also note that, among the
symmetric tridiagonal solvers, only cyclic reduction has a CAL version, and
that Tables Ib and IIIb compare only FORTRAN versions. The CAL version of
cyclic reduction applied to symmetric systems averages 39% faster than the
FORTRAN version.
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Table Ia

Surnary of NonsymmetricTridiagonal Solvers
Routine Special Extra
(library) Language Algorithm Conditions Features

CRAY optimized; can be
JGLSLV b-U diagonal adapted for iterative
(CRAYLIB, 'FOIRAN decomposition dominant refinement; solves

$NCARLB) ____ banded systems

equilibration; pivots;
LEQrlB r -U solves banded systems;
(MSL) FORTRAN decomposition none solves systems with

several right-hand sides
pivots; solves systems

FO1LBF, b-U with several right-hand
F04LDF FORRAN decomposition none sides; does row scaling;
(NAG) ____ solves banded systems

SGTSL Gaussian CRAY optimized;
($SCILIB) FORTRAN elimination none pivots

TRDI can be adapted
(ULIB, FORFRAN b-U diagonal for iterative
$NCARLB) decomposition dominant refinement
TRISLV solves systems with
(CRAYLIB, CAL b-U diagonal several right-hand
$NCARLB) decomposition dominant _ sides; pivots
CYCRDLL
(CRAYLIB, CAL cyclic diagonal can be adapted for
$NCARLB) reduction dominant iterative refinement
CYCRDLLF cyclic diagonal can be adapted for
(CRAYLIB) FORIRAN reduction dominant___iterative refinement
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Table Ib
Summary ofSymmetric Trid iagonal SolversS i.

Language Algorithm [_Conditions Features

FORTRAN

FJRI'AN

Cholesky
decomposition

Cholesky
decomposition

positive
definite

positive
definite

same as
BGSLV

solves banded
systems; solves
systems with several
right-hand sides
solves banded

F04ACF Cholesky positive systems; solves
(NAG) PDR RAN decomposition definite systems with several

right-hand sides
SPISL orrdified Gaussian positive Cray
($SCILIB) BORIPAN elimination* definite optimized
CYCRDLL diagonal can be adapted
(JLIB, CAL cyclic dominant or for iterative
$NCARLB) reduction pos. def. refinement

diagonal can be adapted
CYCRDLLF FO RRAN cyclic dominant or for iterative
(CRAYtEIB) _ reduction pos. def. . refinement

*see LINPACK USERS GUIDE.
Table I a

Comnparison of Nonsymnetric Solvers
Actual Execution Times (milliseconds)

(FORTRAN Routines)
DIM __ LSLV j FOLBF LEQT1B_ SG SL I TRDI _C YCRDL
12
68

100
142
233
420
500
610
750
800

0.133
0,607
0.890
1.26
2.06
3.71
4.42
5.38
6.62

K 7.06

0.245
1.34
1.96
2.78
4.56
8.21
9.79

11.9
14.6
15.6

0.289
1.64
2.41
3.43
5.62

10.2
12.1
14.8
18.2
19.5

0.0504
0.271
0.396
0.561
0.919
1.65
1.97
2.41
2.96
3.16

0.0435
0.156
0,226
0.322
0.517
0.926
1.10
1.36
1.65
1.76

0.0476
0.10 1
0.118
0.146
0.185
0.285
0.318
0.391
0.454

L 0.485

Routine
.(library)
BSPSLV
(CRA YIB ,
$NCALB)

LEQ 1PB
(TMSL)

- ~- _}...--- - - - - -- --- ------ r. ._.._.I
i_

..L -' - - - -- -- - ~ ~U --- - - LII-i
- -

-

-- I
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Table Ib
Caxnparison of Symrretric Solvers

Actual Execution Times (milliseconds)
(ORTRAN Routines)

DIM BSPDSL FO4ACF ' -LEQ1PB SPTSL CYCRDLL
12 0.104 0.234 0.301 0.0292 0.0422
68 0.419 1.29 1.67 0.122 0.0926

100 0.610 1.90 2.46 0.174 0.104
142 0.861 2.69 3.51 0.244 0.133
233 1.40 4.41 5.72 0.393 0.165
420 2.52 7.94 10.3 0.702 0.255
500 3.00 9.46 12.3 0.834 0.286
610 3.65 11.5 15.0 1.02 0.347
750 4.49 14.2 18.4 1.25 0.402
800 4.79 15.1 19.6 1.33 0.431

Table IIIa
Ccxnparison of Nonsyrnetric Solvers

Relative Execution Times
(FORMANRoutines)

DIM BGLSLV FO1LBF LEQT1B SGTSL TRDI CYCRDLL
12 2.794 5.147 0.607 1.059 0.914 1.0
68 6.010 13.267 16.238 2.683 1.545 1.0

100 7.542 16.610 20.424 3.356 1.915 1.0
142 7.875 19.041 23.493 3.842 2.205 1.0
233 11.135 24.649 30.378 4.968 2.795 1.0
420 13.018 28.807 35.789 5.789 3.249 1.0
500 13.900 30.786 38.050 6.195 3.459 1.0
610 13.760 30.435 37.852 6.164 3.478 1.0
750 14.581 32.159 40.088 6.520 3.634 1.0
800 14.557 32.165 40.206 6.515 3.629 1.0

Table IIIb
Canparison of Syrrnetric Solvers

Relative Execution Times
(FORFRAN Routines)

DIM SPDSL F04ACF LEQ1B SPTSL CYCRDLL
12 2.353 5.545 6.809 0.661 1.0
68 4.525 13.931 18.035 1.317 1.0

100 5.865 18.269 23.654 1.673 1.0
142 6.474 20.226 26.391 1.835 1.0
233 8.485 26.727 34.667 2.381 1.0
420 9.882 31.137 40.392 2.753 1.
500 10.490 33.077 43.007 2.916 1.0
610 10.519 33.41 43.228 2.939 1.0
750 11.169 35.323 45.771 3.109 1.0
800 11.114 35.035 45.476 3.086 1.0

_27_
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Table IV
Camparison of CAL Routines

Actual Time
(milliseconds)

DIM TRISLV CYCRDLL RATIO*
12 0.0446 0.0259 1.722
68 0.232 0.0534 4.345

100 0.339 0.0654 5.183
142 0.480 0.0830 5.783
233 0.785 0.111 7.072
420 1.41 0.179 7.877
500 1.68 0.205 8.195
610 2.05 0.247 8.300
750 2.52 0.293 8.601
800 2.69 0.313 8.594

*ratio of TRISLV time to CYCRDTJL time
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by Mike Pernice

Documentation Update

The purpose of this column
of interest to the user of
documents issued by SCD,
Research, Inc. Directions

is to announce revisions, updates and new documents
SCD's computers. Included at various times will be
by NCAR but outside SCD, by IBM, and by Cray
for obtaining the documents are included.
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Please note that manuals ordered from SCD will take approximately two weeks to

reach you. This is because we use the library rate to mail our manuals.

SCD Documents

A short introductory pamphlet entitled Scientific Computing at the National

Center for Atmospheric Research is now available from Sal Farfan (room 17G,

ext. 1292). It gives an overview of the Division, it's computers, users and

staff.

A Consulting Office document entitled Three Batch Utilities for Editing

Metafiles on the CRAY-1: MFEDIT, MFSPLIT and MFMERGE is now available in the

Consulting Office library (roaom 9C) or from Sal Farfan.

by Linda Besen

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

Below is a summary of some items which have appeared in the Daily Bulletin

(the NEWS file for remote entry users). These items concerned systems

changes, operations procedures, and other news of general interest. They may
still be of interest to users and are listed below by topic and date.

CRAY-1:

September 6, 1983
CRAY,CA TAPE SOFTWARE: The tape software has a change as of this morning. A
comment will be provided to a user when the density of the tape being pro-
cessed does not match what has been called for in the program.
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Sumary of NCAR Ccxputer Use for August 1983

CRAY ,CA (TX7PUTER

Clock
less
less
less
less
less
less

Hours in the Month
Scheduled PM
Hardware Downtime
Software Downtime
Environmental Downtime
Operations Use
Other Causes

Clock Hours Up
less Systems Checkout

Clock Hours Avail, to Users
less Idle Time

Clock Hours in Use
% Available Hours Used

AUGUST
Total Day Avg.

744.00
17.40
24.93
2.68,
2.67
0.00
1.62

694.70
6.22

688.48
15.18

24.000
0.561
0.804
0.086
0.086
0.000
0.052

22.410
0.201

22.209
0.490,

673.30 21.719
97.80 %

FISCAL YTD)
Total Day Avg.

2208.00
48.48
32.38
6.10
5.14
0.70
6.49

210 8.71
15.71

2093.00
38.19

24.000
0.527
0.352
0.066
0.056
0.008
0.071

22.921
0.171

22.750
0.415

2054.81 22.335
98.18 %

CRAY ,Cl CC4PtEUR

NJGUST FISCPAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avq.

Clock Hours in the Month 744.00 24.000 8040.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 19.50 0.629 173.62 0.518
less Hardware Downtime 0.75 0.024 55.54 0.166
less Software Downtime 0.52 0.017 29.49 0.088
less Environmental Downtime 0.00 0.000 73.48 0.219
less Operations Use 0.05 0.002 7.13 0.021
less Other Causes 1.73 0.056 32.28 0.096

Clock Hours Up 721.45 23.273 7668.46 22.891
less Systems Checkout 1.67 0.054 42.07 0.126

Clock Hours Avail, to Users 719.78 23.219 7626.39 22.765
less Idle Time 8.67 0.280 71.17 0.212

Clock Hours in Use 711.11 22.939 7555.22 22.553
% Available Hours Used 98.80 % 99.07 %

~-----~- ~IUI--_ -~ --__----- _ _ _ -~_I_ -- -- -- --- -~--LII -IIIII02 --LI I.- ~'-~-CII..- .
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Computer Resources Allocated in August 1983

CCJ

SCIENTIST PRQEJECT TITLE
Request Alloc.

Ben B. Balsley Mesospheric MST echo 5.0 5.0
NOAA-Boulder graphics

P. K. Kundu Numerical studies of 2.0 2.0
Nova University turbulent geophysical

flows

Alberto Mugnai Multispectral satellite 5.0 5.0

Colo. State Univ. rainfall

Robert A. Houze One-dimensional numerical 5.0 5.0

Univ. of Washington modeling of tropical
convective clouds

George R. Diak "Skin" temperature from 5.0 5.0
Univ. of Wisconsin satellites for energy budget

and numerical forecasting

Yuh-Lang Lin The transient dynamics 5.0 5.0
Yale University of orographic rain

Chi-Fan Shih/ A feasibility study of 4.0 4.0
Thomas Vonder Haar cloud climatology over
Colo. State Univ. equatorial Pacific Ocean

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the 5-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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